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THE COMPUTER "SCIENTIST" AS TOOLSMITH-STUDIES IN INTERACTIVE 
COMPUTER GRAPHICS* 

FREDERICK P. BROOKS. JR. 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 

(INVITED PAPER) 

Computer "scientists" are in fact "engineers of abstract objects I" as Zemane!< says. Moreover I 
we are toolsmiths 1 building for others to use. 

This viewpoint has driven a decade of work. in interactive computer graphics at our laboratory. 
review six of our major steps and summarize their scientific\ results and engineering lessons. 

Our latest tooL for manipulating protein and nucleic acid molecules I is now producing publishable 
chemical results for several client teams. We find clients to vary substantially in their preferences 
among various perceptual and manipulative aids. 

Our experience strongly supports Alexander's thesis that good fit cannot be directly defined or 
designed; it is the absence of misfit I achieved by iterative design. 

1. THE COMPUTER "SCIENTIST" AS TOOLSMITH 

1.1 The name and nature of computer science 

When our discipline was new-born I there was the 
usual perplexity as to its proper name. We at the 
University of North Carolina 1 like many others I 
settled on computer science as our department's 
name. Now 1 with the benefit of a decade's hind-
sight 1 T hnllcv~ that to have hcf'!n a mistakf'!, and T 
believe It important to understand why 1 for we will 
better understand our task. 

What is a science? Webster says, 

"A branch of study concerned with the obser
vation and classificl!ltion of facts I especially 
with the estl!lblishment and quantitl!ltive formu
lation of verifiable general laws." 

This puts it pretty well -- a science is concerned 
with the discovery of facts and laws. 

A folk-adage of the academic profession says, 
"Anything which has to call itself a science isn't." 
By this criterion, physics, chemistry, geology 1 and 
l!lstronomy may be sciences; political science, 
military science, social science, and computer 
science are not. 

Perhaps the most pertinent distinction is that be
tween scientific and engineering disciplines. That 
distinction lies not so much in the activities of the 
pract\tlonr•m as In th,..\r pnrpnsf'!'l. II hi'lh-,.n~rqy 
physicist ml!y e l!slly spend most of his time building 
his apparl!tus; a spacecraft engineer may e asily 
spend most of his time studying the behavior of 
materials In vacuum. Nevertheless, the scientist 

*Our graphics research has been supported by AEC 
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grant RR 00898, U .S. Army Research Office contract 
DAAG29-70-G-0240 and the IBM Corporation . 

builds in order to study; the engineer studies In order 
to build. 

What Is our discipline? I submit that by any reason
able c!:riterion, the discipline we call computer 
sclenbe is In fact not a science but an engineering 
dtsci~line. We are concerned with making things, 
be they computers I algorithms, or software systems. 

ll nl\kc other rmCJ\nr.erlnr.J dt :;c tpllnr~s . mnch ,,f r>ttr 
product Is Intangible: algorithms, prog rams , soft
ware ~ystems. Prof. Heinz Zemanek has aptly 
defin~d computer science as "the engineering of 
abstr~ct objects." [ 1] Even when we build a com
puter, the computer scientist designs only the ab
stract properties 1 its architecture and Implementation. 
Electr;ical and refrigeration engineers des ign the 
realization. 

In contrast with many engineers who make houses, 
cars, I medicines 1 clothing for human need and enjoy
ment, we make things that do not themselves meet 
human needs, but serve as tools in the meeting of 
needs. In a word, the computer scientist i s a 
toolsmith -- no more, but no le ss . It is an 
honorable calling. 

If we perceive our role aright, we then see more 
clearly the proper criterion for success : a too l
maker! succeeds a s 1 and only as , the~ of his 
tool succeed with his a id. However shining the 
blade ! however jeweled the hi! t, however perfect 
th P. he ft , a sword i s test ed onl y by cutting . That 
swl')rr\-:mlth Is sucCC'-!>{ul whn!H' r: t'l< ·nl :o rl!<' " f o ld 
age. 

1.2 Hl')w can a name misl ead us? 

[{ our !ri t sc lplln~ ha s hr.r.n mls namrod , so what ? 
:> ure ly co rnout0r sci ence 1:; a harmless conc e it. 
What's in a name ? Much. Our self-misnaming 
hastens various unhappy trends. 

F'Lrs t, It implies tha t WP. accept a pe rcei ve d pecking 
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order that respects natural scientists highly and 
engineers less so, and that we seek to appropriate 
the higher station for ourselves. That is a self
serving gambit, hence dubious. It is also a risky 
gambit; in the case of some upstart social "sciences" 
the name is merely ludicrous and makes the practi
tioners look foolish. Moreover, the gambit is futile 
-- we shall be respected for our accomplishments, 
not our titles. 

Second, sciences legitimately take the discovery of 
facts and laws as a proper end in itself. A~ fact, 
a~ law is an accompllshment, worthy of publlca
tion. If we confuse ourselves with scientists, we 
come to take the invention (and publication) of end
less varieties of computers, algorithms, and lan
guages as a proper end. But in design, in contrast 
with science, novelty in itself has no merit. If we 
recognize our artifacts as tools, we test them by 
their usefulness and their costs, as is proper. 

Third, we tend to forget our users and their real 
problems, climbing into our ivory towers to dissect 
tractable abstractions of those problems, abstrac
tions that may have left behind the essence of the 
real problem. 

We talk to each other and write for each other in ever 
more esoteric vocabularies, until our journals be
come inaccessible even to our society members, and 
publication properly commands a higher price from 
the author in page charges than from the reader in 
subscription fees. So our writings even in their 
economics resemble garbage, for which the generator 
pays the collector, rather than vice versa. 

This deadly trend already curses American mathemat
ics; its cold chill can be felt in computer science. 
We are succumbing to the occupational illness of 
scholars diagnosed 2000 years ago by Our Lord Jesus 
Christ: "You desire praise from one another." (2] 

Fourth, as we honor the more mathematical, abstract, 
and "scientific" parts of our subject more, and the 
practical parts less, we misdirect the young and 
brilliant minds away from a body of challenging and 
important problems that are our peculiar domain, 
depriving these problems of the powerful attacks they 
deserve. 

These are the system design problems characterized 
by arbitrary complexity. Examples are the intricate 
demands of business data processing or of operating 
systems. 

These problems scandalize and discourage those who 
approach them from backgrounds of mathematics and 
natural science, and for different reasons. The 
mathematician is scandalized by the complexity -
he likes problems which can be simply formulated 
and readily abstracted, however difficult the solu
tion. The four-color problem is a perfect example. 

The physicist or the biologist, on the other hand, is 
scandalized by the arbitrariness. Complexity is no 
stranger to him. The deeper the physicist digs, the 
more subtl e and complex the structure of "elemen
tary" particle s he finds. flut he keeps digging, in 
full faith that the natural world is not arbitrary, that 
there .!..2. a unified and consistent underlying law if he 
can but find it. 

- :z..-

No such assurance comforts the computer scientist. 
Arbi ~rary complexity is our lot, and here more than 
anywhere else we need the best minds of our disci
pllne fashioning more powerful attacks on such 
problems. 

What name should we bear? I am not hopeful that 
our establlshcd name will be changed, and I think 
the need hardly worth a crusade. Hence the purpose 
of these observations is not to suggest a renaming 
movdment, but to raise conscious mental defenses 
agai Ast the subconscious attitudes·. The most 
important of these defenses are a continual focus on 
our J s.ers and a continual evaluation of our progress 
by th1eir successes. 

2. INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GRAPHICS RESEARCH 

Since 1967, our laboratory has been focussing on 
toolsrnithing and users by studies evaluating the 
effectiveness of interactive computer graphics (ICG) 
in real applications and developing better graphics 
techniques. Many investigators have been working 
on ICG in many laboratories; space does not permit 
me to treat other work in the field. Much of our own 
work pas been previously reported; in this paper I 
give mere! y an overview of our decade's work and 
summ~rize the scientific results and the engineering 
lessons learned. 

2. 1 Why study interactive computer graphics? 

Why should research computer scientists want to 
serve as graphics tool smiths? I see four distinct 
reasons: 

1 • The whole discipline of system architecture has as 
its central concern the definition of the interface 
between e computer system and its users. In 
int~ractive computer systems, the smoothness of 
the1 interface is even more crucial than in batch 
sy~tems. An interactive system, therefore, con
stitutes a test-bed for studying demanding inter
fac i requirements. 

2. An ICG system provides the raw materials from 
which a broadband man-machine interface can be 
built. In an ICG system we can hope that equip
merit awkwardnesses will be sufficiently removed 
that we can observe and study the more funda
mental psychological aspects of the interface. In 
ess~nce, ICG systems constitute the cutting edge 
of ~11 close-coupled man-machine systems. 

3. ICGI systems are simple prototypes of distributed
intelligence systems, a family of designs we need 
to u~derstand better. Because CRT images 
demand continual refreshing if they are to repre
sen~ continuous motion, ICG systems typically 
involve at least two processors, one to refresh 
the image and perhaps transform it, and another 
to p~rform the d~sired manipulatt"ons on the model 
und i rlying the display. Many systems, includ
ing ours, also time-share the services of a more 
pow~rfuCcomputer for hard-work calculations. In 
this !simple but real-time context, the problems of 
division of labor, synchronization, and inter
machine communication that arise in all distributed 
intet'ligence systems can be studied. 

4. Accol plishment in toolmaking can take two forms. 
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One can de sign a tool that achieves commercial 
success and is manufactured in quantity. Satis
facti on th e n comes from the aggregate usefulness 
of all the copies. Alternatively, a tool may have 

. sufficient power that each copy achieves a high 
degree of new usefulness. ICG offers the latter 
kind of challenge and satisfaction. We select 
applications where brute-force computing Is cur
rently hopeless, where human pattern recognition, 
global c ontext perception, and experienced 
judgement are needed to guide a computation. 
But these applications also have the property that 
unaided human skills are not enough, where com
putation is inherent to the process. In such 
applications, the computer acts as an Intelligence 
amplifier for the user. Since first-class, trained, 
experienced Intelligences are scarce In any field 
of endeavor, amplifying their effectiveness and 
productivity can yield high reward. 

2. 2 What do es Interactive computer graphics 
research take? 

Most ICG research uses a high-performal)ce vector
drawing refresh-tube display, s~ch as those made by 
Evans and Sutherland and by Vector General. These 
are supported by high-powered minicomputers, with 
64K-256K byt e s of core, a disk, and a complement 
o f keyboards, tablets, and joysticks. A (broad) 
link to a powe rful time-sharing computer with a full 
file system Is very valuable. We currently operate 
a Vector-General display on an 88 Kbyte PDP 11/45, 
attached to a 2 Mbyte System/ 360 Model 75, 

The second re quirement is s oftware support-- 11 
suitable operating system, a <;~raphlcs subroutine 
package, inter-machine communications, 11nd a 
l11nguage compiler. Our software system includes a 
DEC operating system, a PDP-11 PL/C compiler 
built on the System/ 360 PL/ C compiler from Cornell, 
and m11ny components built by students under the 
leadership of James D. Foley 11nd P. J. Kilpatrick. 

The most Important requirement is commitment on the 
part of the ICG investigators. Building any serious 
ICG application Is a lot of work. Each requires 
thousands of program statements, which must be 
designed, written, debugged, and documented, 
have visited university and industrial computation 
centers where expensive ICG equipment sits idle. 
Inquiry generally reveals that the Institution bought 
the equipment, hoping lnvestlg!!tors would use it. 
This Is the wrong order. Until deeply committed 
investigators are clamoring for the equipment, Its 
!!Cqulsltion is a waste. 

The fourth requirement is for users, who h11ve real 
applications th11t might potentially benefit from 11n 
ICG attack. These, however, If other than the 
inve stig ators, must not have their hopes aroused too 
s oon or too k e enly. Development will be long and 
halting; too many promises bring dis i llusionment 
and discontent. 

2.3 Realism and 11bstraction 

Most of the work done to date on ICG consists of the 
development of applicetlons. Most ICG research, 
as oppo sed to deve lopm e nt, has 11ddressed tech
ni ques for for ming images, for structuring imege end 
....... ....... -4 1"'1 1 .-J =-t-.=a ~"'~ f,....,... ~v ""' .- •'=' c::: c; in n h. , .., , n m~n inuli3:ti on s . 
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In a pair of bril!ient pepers delivered at the 1965 
IFIP Congress, Iven E. Sutherlend gave e unifying 
concept to the existing work in ICG end l!!id out a 
progrem br research on that concept, [3] 11nd [4] .* 
He considers the display screen 11s 11 window ; 
through which the user looks et 11 virtual, conceptual 
3-D uni "1erse, The display devices 11nd programs 
allow one to select what is to be seen and from whet 
viewpoi~t. The underlying computer proqram m!!ln
teins th1 virtue! universe and !!ll its lnterrel!!tion
ships, e s the user chenges parts of It from the 

console.! 

Sutherlend's research program called for Inventing 
ways to make the image in the window more 11nd more 
reallstic, until at last it becomes indistinguishable 
from the imege in a real window, a real window 
11ugmented with m!!gical powers of scaling, cross
sectioning, labeling, etc. · 

To a suJ rising degree, not only Sutherland's own 
research!, but most ICG techniques research, has 
been cazty1ng out Sutherland • s progr!!m, and an 
lmpress l e amount of progress has been made. 

But reaasm is not enough, Were Sutherl!!nd's 
reelism k-ogram completed perfectly, It would meet 
the needls of only part of the !!ppllcations of ICG, 
those Involving visible obJects. 

For a second class of applications, the power of ICG 
lies purely In the representation of abstractions. 
This is true of all electrical phenomena, of molecular 
phenomer.a, of deta graphing and curve fitting, of 
network and gre ;;h theory. 

For a thlL class of applications, the power of ICG 
comes ftom the ability to superimpose abstract and 
realist!, representations, as In cartography., 

For the study of abstractions, the work on visual 
realism as such is Irrelevant. So we plot stick 
figures of molecules, straight-line schematics of 
electrical circuits, graphs of voltage versus time, 
etc. Through familiarity these· abstractions become 
very real. Most electrical engineers will answer 
without hesitation the question, "What does an 
altemat~\ng current look like?" • 

3. EST_f.BLISHING THE POWER OF INTERACTIVE 
COr PUTER GRAPHICS 

Since thf days of Whirlwind I, computer scientists 
have be~leved that ICG slgnlfic!!ntly Improved com
munication with computer users. But the justifica
tion for h sing ICG has been long on intuition and 
short on quantitative analysis. There is very little 
proof of effectiveness In the ICG literature. 

The fi rs ~ researches In our laboratory undertook to 
determin1e whether this faith could be supported with 
fact. q an this new tool give new power? 

3. 1 Oliver's experiment 

;;~~~t~~~~~~"·~h:" ::~.~:.::~ ::: ~·:.::::: 
Inc ompl e t e , but th e ideas g iven then are clear! y set 
h r•h in fi • Jth<>rl>~nrl ' s 1q 7 0 oaoer . [ Sl 
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selected methods in numerical analysis. [ 6] After 
it was complete, he tested it with two non-credit 
courses: an r.xp<'rim<:ntal qroup and a control <1roup. 

The control group was conventional! y taught. The 
experimental group was taught by a lecture on the 
theory of the method in question, illustrative exam
ples presented by the .instructor with the display, and 
review. Both groups did similar lab exercises; the 
experimental group did theirs with the display. 

Oliver's experiment was of non-randomized, pretest
posttest design. The sample sizes were small and 
hence the statistical tests were weak. Neverthe
less , the use of the interactive graphical system 
significantly improved performance on three of four 
tests given, and apparently improved it on the fourth. 

Many of Oliver's v11luable qualitative observations, 
though made in a teaching situation, we see to apply 
to many other ICG situlltions as well. These include: 

1. Building even this limited appliclltion softw11re 
took a lot of effort, some 1200 man-hours. 

2. Computer systems fail at times; more complicated 
ones fail more often. The user must have a 
planned mode of backup operation. 

3. The most fruitful part seems to have been the 
hands-on time by the students. Individual 
manipulation of the mathematical objects improved 
perception and understanding of them. 

4. Students t11ught with ICG had much greater class 
participation, were eager to pursue 11ssoeiated 
topics, showed initiative in using the system in 
•mexpected ways, 11nd developed more systematic 
ways of 11 pproaching problems. 

3. 2 Prokop's experiment 

T. S • Prokop studied the power of ICG on decision
making in a business environment. [7] He gave a 
course in modern techniques of inventory management 
to 22 practicing managers of inventories, recruited 
from nearby industry. At the end, each manager 
worked through two 24-month simulations. In each, 
a set of twelve different management policies, em
bodying various combinations of forecasting, smooth
ing, and reordering methods, was followed against a 
single simulated demand. Each (simulated) month 
th<: manaqr.r was prr!':C'nt<'d with thr. result~ of follow
ing all twelve policie s. Each month he was asked 
to rank the twelve from best to worst, and he was 
asked to make a "final" ranking recommendation, as 
if to his own boss, as soon as he felt comfortable 
doing so . At any time, the manager could review 
the results of any or all previous months. 

A randomized Latin square design was used , with 
each subj ect being in the experimental group on one 
simulation, the control group on the other. The 
Latin square made i t possible to separate inter-group 
difference s and order effect s from differences due to 
t he use of graphics . 

Both experimental and c ontrol groups had the res ults 
of the month- by-month simulations a vailable to them 
in tabular form and in plotted form. The experi
me ntal groups had the m at the ir fingertips via ICG; 
the contro l groups had th 0 s a me results printe d o r 
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plotted on paper. In simplest terms, the ICG 
s~stem was a ra'ldom-access electronic page turner. 

I 
Pr kop measured three variables : 

-
\ clock time required to make decisions, 

simulated month (l to 24) in which a 
"recommended" r11nking was made, 

quality of "recommended" ranking, as measured 
by consistency between it and the ranking 
actually made by the same subject after seeing 
all 24 months' results. 

Note that Prokop did not attempt to evaluate the 
ra ~kings themselves. This is a value judgement, 
ba f ed on balancing lost sales against inventory 
caring costs. and he wanted each subj ect to apply 
the judgement he had acquired from experience. 
Th~refore consistency between the ranking with 
im ~~rfcct Information and that with perfect hindsight 
wa i used as the quality measure. 

Prokop's statistical results are very convincing: 

1. • ean clock time to decision was 

graphics 
paper 

52 minutes 
8 2 minutes 

~difference statistically significant at the 0. 1% 
level. 

2 . l ean month to decision was 

graphics 
paper 

9. 2 months 
11.3 months 

J difference significant at the 1% level. _ 

3. rrdividuals tended to make better decisions with 
tr c gr11phics output, even though they made them 
or two months' less data. This difference was 
s gnificant at the 5% level. 

The first result Is to be expected; the mechanics are 
simp\ler. The third result was surprising to us -- we 
shoul d have been happy had the decisions mere! y 
tumJd out to have been no worse, though earlier, 
wherl\ graphics were used. 

Thr. i"C•1nd result Is most lmporto!lnt economically, 
and tp e most exciting to the toolsmith. The busi
nessren armed with ICG display of this market data 
unde~stood the trends in it two months earlier than 
their competitors who had the same data, tabl e s, and 
plots on paper. Who would have expected s o much 
from an electronic page-turner? 

OlivJ ' s and Prokop's experiments de finitely con
firmed quantitatively o·ur intuitiv~ belief that ICG 
tools of considerable power ca n be built . Where in 
does he power lie? 

1. As i s well known, grea t power c o mes from 
vi ua 1 ization, that is, from graph ics whether 
compute r-produced or not. A picture Is worth a 
tho\usand words. This effect is clearly present 
in ? liver's results, but not In Prokop's, wh ere 
experimental and control groups both had pictures. 
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2. There is also known to be power in responsive
~. in interaction, whether graphic or not: 
The start-up time for a train of thought is fairly 
long; any interactive system whose response is 
fast enough does not tempt one to interrupt his 
thought train, and higher productivity results. 
think this effect is essential to explain Prokop's 
results. Moreover, such systems command 
attention. This is very evident in Oliver's 
observations of not only laboratory behavior but 
even of classroom behavior, where the students 
only watched him use the graphics system. 

3. To these established sources of the power of ICG 
tools, I would add a third that depends upon the 
combination of graphics and interaction. 

Both Oliver's and Prokop's results point to the 
perception-enhancing effects of manipulation. 
That is, manipulation in an ICG system is not 
only useful for facilltating changes in the model 
being depicted, it also improves understanding 
of the model. Moving images on a screen have 
great p9wer to inform; images that move in 
response to one's manual manipulation seem to be 
perceived more as real things, and studied more 
intently. Such systems achieve a much higher 
degree of transparency. We observe that the 
hands-on user quickly becomes unconscious of 
the screen and the system and concentrates on 
the underlying model whose attributes are being 

~epicted. 

4. TOOLS USING MORE SENSES 

If the watching of imaginary objects move and alter 
as one manipulates them endows them with a kind of 
real existence, and if this process yields more power 
for understanding and designing imaginary objects, 
can we build yet more powerful tools by using more 
senses? 

Indeed so. In aircraft piloting simulations, for 
example, the visual display is supplemented by an 
audible display simulating motor and wind noise to 
furnish cues as to throttle setting and airspeed. 
Such audible cues are very effective supplements to 
the normal cockpit visual indicators. The effective
ness of the audible output arises partly from the fact 
that it uses a separate input channe l to the man, 
providing a continuous cue without competition from 
other visual tasks, and partly from the fact that the 
signal is assimilated and acted upon subconsciously. 

In 1965, Sutherland suggested that similar benefits 
could be derived by using the human kine sthetic 
s e nse as yet anothe r independe nt c hannel to the 
brain, a c hanne l whos e information i s assimilated 
quite subconsciously. He suggested that this might 
be done by means o f a force-feedback electrical 
remote manipulator, such as is us t'd in handling 
rndl n o)C:Iivo • rtol\lo ·rloll :; . f .l l 

The op~ratl'l r o f s uc h a manipul a tor cxperl enc~ s the 
illusion o f qraspinq o bjec ts , encounterlnq th e ta bl e 
tor> , •!tr. ., "v•·n thOII'Jh hl '- m11 :: tr ·r milnlplllil tnr ,,nrl 
t he s lave manipulator arc c onnec te d only e lf'c trlcally. 
Motors In the maste r re-create and transmit to him 
the forces e xpe rie nced by the slave manipulator. (8] 

The feedbac k to the user of such a device is com
pose d o f sP.ns atlons to the propr lopo sitlona l s ys te m 
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(where in space one's limbs are) and force feedback, 
whihh is sensed as a pressure. The tactile sense 
as ~ uch is not used. Since the opera tor is alwa ys 
in cpntact with the finger-rJuides of the master hand , 
he 9oes not get tactile information wh(;:n the slave 
han? makes a contact. He o nly gets force feedback 

;~Jn t~el tt~i:~dt~,:~~~~ :ht~l~at~t:rr::l :t~~11:~nt~ ~~~~i~n 
has !sharply increased. The experience is rather 
like exploring a space with the point of a screwdriver 
that

1

is tightly gripped by the hand. 

Sut~erland suggested that one substitute a computer 
for the slave station. Then the operator would use 
the baster as though he were performing a task in 
reall space via the remote slave, but the computer 
wou~d carry out the task and return the proper feed
bacf signals according to events in the conceptual 
space. By such means one can explore, and 
assimilate the results of exploring force fields that 
are tnicroscopic, astronomical, or otherwise not 
reproducible on earth. 

Our I laboratory has investigated such tools in two 
experiments, both dealing with simulation of real 

~~~~~~~~g u::n h~::tr~c;:t:l:~tt;~ ;~r~. t~~~~~: of 
cherical molecules. Other work using the kines
thetic sense has been reported by A. M. Noll ( 9) 
and K. R. Wilson. 

4. 1 Batter's 2-D experiment 

Before launching out into a full-scale remote manipu
lator system , which 1nvol ves seven degrees of free
dom (~ree at the shoulder-elbow, three at the wrist, 
and tong pinch), we decided to test the concept on a 
simple two-dimensional pilot s y stem. T. T. Batter 
and li .reported this work at the 1971 IFIP Conference. 
[ 1 O] I shall briefly review. 

The manipulator/force display was a small knob, 
attached to a movable platform that could be posi
tionFd anywhere within a horizontal plane two inches 
square. Potentiometers sensed its x and y positions; 
seniomotors exerted x and y forces on the knob. 
Ootli were connected to the c o mcuter driv ing an asso
ciat~d visual di splay. The software comple te s an 
ICG syste m that enables the use r to e xamine e l e 
mentary force fields by experiencing a force propor
tionbl to that that would be exerted on a particle in 
the field. 

As t
1 

e use r moves the kno b on the force d isplay 
device, a visual cursor follows his motion. At the 
same time , he experiences a force . The magnitude 
and !direction of this force is a l so indicat ed on t he 
s c reen by a vector originating at the position of the 
partlcle. The force and v isual displa ys are recal
culated and updated approximately 12 ti mes per 
s0c~nd, d c p•'nding upon th e complcx!tv of th~ force 

',1· .a
1 
t
1

,t
1
ei"r

1 
,Lttnl ~c11r·t~ok 

u , . to mc~ s urP. th ,, c ffccttvencs s o f s uch 
a to!,t for lnorrnvtnrJ lr~a rnlnq the prl'l pc•rtl o ~!; o f fore· ~ 
fl •·ld !; , f 111 II •· 11::r•d :oo li• l• 'r: t !: whn h<HI nnt :;t11d l•·d 
fcrcp fl dds . The partlc l pi'lnts we re !Jald accord t n<J 
to the ir performance . · 

The [s ubj ects we re randoml y divided lnto test a nd 
cony o l groups . The who le c lass, bo th qroups , were 
g lv ·n s ix ho urs of lectures . Then they were given a 
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pretest examination. 

r.nch sturlcnt wns -.sk"rl tn "map" ftv,... fl<'lrls. Tlr 
W<l!J qlven a shc L't or pllpcr with the center of tlw 
field indicated, the type of field to he mapped, and 
a sample vector to Indicate scale. Ten numbered 
dots Indicated positions in the field and the students 
were asked to estimate the magnitude and direction 
of the force by drawing vectors at these ten points. 

After the pretest, each student examined some 16 
force fields in two hours of exercises. The members 
of the test group received force feedback while mem
bers of the control group did not. This was accom
plished by unplugging the servo motors for the con
trol group. This ensured that all visual displays, 
timings, etc. , were identical for the two groups. 
When all the students had completed the exercises 1 

another examination was given, identical in type and 
scoring to the pretest. 

The experiment was repeated three times. The sub
jects for Group A were science majors from an honors 
section. This group's learning was better than the 
control group's, a difference significant at the 2. 5% 
level. 

Subjects for Group B were students from a physics 
section for non-science-majors. The results for 
Group B were quite different. Only slight improve
ments were noticed, explainable by chance. Puz
zled, we selected a third group 1 once again from a 
physlcs-majnr section. The rr.sults mpllcat<'d those 
of Group A. 

The qualitative observations offered a clue. The 
science-oriented students showed greater interest in 
the material presented and in using the device. The 
non-science students tended to watch the clock 
frequently. They spent more time examining the 
familiar inverse square field and the three-body field 
than any others. The science students became 
deeply involved in the use of the device, whether 
force feedback was present or not. They seemed 
oblivious to other activities in the room and their 
attention could be attracted only with difficulty. 
Six of these students talked to themselves. 

The lesson? A tool can only be useful when the 
user wants to use it. Our monetary incentives were 
insufficient to motivate Group B, Groups A and C 
found interest and inherent motivation in the experi
ment, with or without force feedback. 

Frankly, I continue to be surprised and puzzled by 
this result. I had expected the display and manipu
lation to add enjoyment <lind motiv<lltion, closing the 
gap between those of low and high intrinsic motiva
tion. , Inste<l!d, to those who had much, more was 
given by the more powerful tool. Those who had 
little were less helped. To my knowledge, none of 
til" puhllsh('d :otudl es n f cnmputer-as:;lst<'rl Instruc
tion treat this question. 

4.2 Kilpatrick's 7-D experiment 

Last year, P. J. Kilpatrick completed building and 
evaluating a full-scale remote-manipulator kines
thetic display, GROPE-II. (12) He tested it by 
subjects grasping and manipulating imaginary blocks 
on and over the surface of an imaginary table. As 
in Batter's experiment I the force feedback could be 

u j o' dl<obled wl<houc ohon,Cnq ony o<h" port of 
the ldisplay or environment. The full discussion will 
h<' puhllshe d elscwh<'r"; rtq. I shows the arranqe-

1 hero !J Uflllllarlzl~ the mn~l lrnpurtont renult:;. 

kln<'nlh<'ttc display us ed a:o ,,n adjunc:l to a 
isual display enhances both perception and the 

ance of simple motor tasks. 

2. f set of realism-enhancing cues, each of which 
~ndividually improves manipulative performance, 
y.oere compared against each other pair-wise. 
fhese included several monocular depth cues, 
true stereoscopic display I and force feedback. 

I 
fhe force cue proved to add more to manipulative 
performance than stereoscopic display, more than 
tariable viewpoint, and less than more powerful 
I onocular position cues. 

3. Posting of new data to sample-and-hold force dis
play must be done more than 15, and not neces
f arily more than 20 times per second if the illu
sion of continuous force change is to be achieved 
~nd if hard-surface illusions are to be satisfac
~ory. Batter found 12 posting s per second to 
~ufflce when hard-surface illusions are not 
~ecessary. 

4 • ~~=~~e~f ~~~ i::~~:~t;~::r~~~i~;l:~~~i:1n ~yt~t::; {o 
1ecompose multi-dimension positioning tasks into 
several separate subtasks, each of lower dimen
~ ionality. This is in contrast to normal eye-hand 
G:oordination hchavlor. 

I 
Thus I a subject required to move a point probe to 
a target in 3-space moves smoothly and continu-
6 usly if he is really seeing the probe and the tar
Jet. With imperfect perception, our subjects · 
Jnanimously tended to position in two dimensions 
~ s one task, and then pos ttl on in the third 1 or 
v ice versa. When a three-d eg ree-of-freedom 
qrientation was also part of the task, this too was 

ecomposed into a 2-D fit and a 1-D fit. Thus a 
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6-D fitting task was usual! y decomposed into four 
tasks, each l-Dor2-D. 

5. Different users decompose n-dimensional fitting 
tasks in different ways and use both visual and 
force cues in different ways. How useful any 
particular cue is to a particular user is a complex 
function of his problem attack. This suggests 
that any real system should either (a) be custom
tailored to each of its intended users, or (b) have 
a redundant set of cues, so that a variety of 
users can each adopt satisfying strategies. 

6. A kinesthetic display has the unusual property 
that the same physical device is used for input 
and output. Therefore the presence of a force 
output can substantially reduce the user's speed 
and precision in generating position and force 
inputs. Users are typically quite surprised by 
the interaction. 

The problems raised by this interaction may be 
very fundamental. Weber's work [13] warns us 
that the perceptual kinesthetic space is non
Euclidean and is systematically distorted by the 
presence of loads on the sensors. Moreover, 
the distortion is not only non-linear, it is non
monotonic, hence not readily linearized. 

7. An analog of Gregory's "object hypothesis'" model 
of visual perception [14) appears to hold for 
force perception. Gregory postulates that when 
one views an object or a picture of an object, he 
forms a hypothesis about its structure which he 
uses to predict how it will look from other view
points. He believes one tends to select the 
most probable structure to hypothesize, making 
it '"difficult, perhaps sometimes impossible, to 
see very unusual objects.'" 

Kilpatrick postulates, based on his observations 
and Batter's, that displayed forces are similarly 
interpreted as the most likely forces. Since we 
commonly experience only constant or linear 
force fields correctly. Batter found, for exam
ple, that subjects were unable to distinguish 
among square-law, cube-law, and other high
power force fields without direct comparison. 

A conclusion is that users of a kinesthetic dis
play system must be trained in the perception of 
unfamiliar forces before such a tool will be use
ful. 

8. Experiments from the psychological literature 
show that when concurrent visual and kinesthetic 
cues conflict, the visual ones dominate. Kil
patrick was able to use this e ffect to give sur
prisingly satisfactory simulation of hard surfaces 
with what was in fact a relatively soft Hooke's 
Law behavior. i believe the s twtc effect 
accounts for the fact that we observed no diffi
culties due to Weber distortion of the kinesthetic 
space: we provided visual observation of a 
Euclidean space, and that perception dominated. 

For this and other reasons, we believe kinesthet
ic displays will be useful tools chiefly, and 
perhaps only, as adjuncts to visual di splays. 

9. Enough is known in the psychological and ergo
nomic lite rature to allow one to spell out the 

... 'f-

? esirable kinesthetic, anthropometric, perceptual, 
~nd engineering characteristics of kinesthetic 

1isplays; Kilpatrick has detailed these. 

10. Not only is kinesthetic display hardware some
'fhat expensive, the costs of application and 
~ystems software are substantial. Kilpatrick's 
<fROPE-II system consists of some 12,5 00 PL/ I 
~nd assembly language source statements. 
rytany others were written but not finally used. 
~pproximately 5. 5 man-years went into the soft
r are. Considerable computer power is required 
to maintain real-time interaction. 

5 · 1LESSONS FROM A REAL TOOL -- A GRAPHICS 
SYSTEM FOR MACROMOLECULES 

In o der to keep our feet on the ground, we have from 
the eginning of our ICG research been growing an 
app* cation system intended to help real, independ
ent ? sers solve real problems . This application 
worJ<l has continually affected and benefitted from 
our d:oncurrent work on techniques. 

All df this work has centered on the display and 
man~pulation of macromolecules -- proteins and 
nucl~ic acid structures. These structures are cen
tral fo the study of biochemistry. They contain from 
hundreds to tens of thousands of atoms, are too com
plex~or purely computational attacks to be success
ful, nd yet demand computation for many aspects of 
thei study. Their three-dimensional conformations 
are crucial to their biochemical actions. Visualiza
tion f their shapes is essential for understanding 
them. They are readily represented by graphs of 
strai ht-line segments. For all these reasons, an 
ICG ool promised to be buildable and usable. 

The rst such tool, a pilot model, was built and 
demorstrated by c. Levinthal at MIT in 1966. ~15] 
Sine~ then about twelve teams in the U.S. and 
EuroBe have built such tools. I shall not here sur
vey tre similarities, differences, and special con
tribu~ions of these several systems. It will suffice 
here to review the scientific results and engineering 
less] 1ns we have learned from our experience. 

5.1 Wright ' s GRIP-71 system 

W. V. Wright, working with biochemist J. Hermans 
as hi ~ principal client/advising chemist, developed 
in 1971 a system designed for the display and study 
of prd teins. [ 16] Hermans i s e specially intere sted 
in thJ~ energetics of protein conformation and confor
matiot: change, so the system allowed one to s e e 
stickTfigure models of prote ins, to move the atoms 
re latir e to each other, and to calculate , Interac tive 
ly, ti internal ene rgies of molecules and assem
blage , and the force and torque vectors acting on 
portio s of molecule s. 

The p ·incipal results and lessons from this system 
were : 

1. Th~ sys te m, even in it s pilot Implementation , 
wa useful to th e c lient, proved muc h more fl exi 
bl than physical models , facilitat ed fo rce and 
e n rgy calculations, and provided a tool c apa ble 
of Lse on real problems on the frontie r of molecu
lar lbiology. 

2 . A k owledgeable and patient c li ent is the mo s t 
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valuable asset a toolsmith can have. Hermans 
and his associates spent 16 sessions of 90 min
utes each using the system while Wright watched 
and suggested techniques. He rmans' conce pt of 
what he wanted in such a system naturally 
evolved during this experimental phase; Wright 
found this intense observation of users at work to 
be the richest source of explicitly determined 
needs. We believe such a tool cannot be proper
ly constructed without intensive and extensive 
trial use on real problems. 

3. A toolsmith-user pair has several advantages over 
a combined user-toolsmith person. Flrst, the 
user is not distracted by tool-implementation 
issues and can keep his attention on the research 
problem. This focus on the end problem helps 
the tool-building. Second, the implementation 
of such a tool involves rather sophisticated data 
representations and operations, and the special
ized technical knowledge of the computer scien
tist is very useful. GRIP-71, for example, offers 
the user two levels of specialized virtual com
puter, one for molecule manipulation, and an inner 
one specialized for abstract 3-D geometry. 
Third, the toolsmith functions as observer in each 
session to identify the user's real hierarchy of 
goals and to see how these might be more easily 
reached. 

4. Such a tool must be so useful that a senior re
searcher will want to use it himself; it must be so 
easy to use that even a full professor can use it. 
If users send their graduate students instead of 
coming themselves, that is a symptom of failure: 
either the power or the accessibility of the tool is 
lacking. 

5. The combination of power and ease of use requires 
specialization of the user language, whether it be 
alphanumeric, command-button, or analog in form. 
We found the molecular application to require 
almost 100 distinct command verbs. 

6. These I 00 commands turn out to cluster nicely 
into relatively small subsets for each conceptual 
work-unit. That is, there is a high degree of 
locality within observed command sequences. 
One can thus implement a set of selectable 
menus, and menu-switching happens only a few 
times per hour. 

7. An inherent conflict exists between power, which 
calls for many commands, and ease of use , which 
calls for few. Th is can be addressed by pro
viding an extens ible command lang uage in which 
new commands can re adil y be defined; starting 
with a small set; and building as use dictates. 

8. The commands needed fe ll into only two levels: 
primitives, and macro commands defined . as 
sequences of primitives. Nesting of macro 
commands was easy in GRIP-71, b•Jt it was used 
only rare ly. 

9 . Primitive comma nd s must be selected by an out
side-in proces.s , as sample work-unit s are 
analyzed into component parts. In GRI P-71, 
these proved to be chiefly 3-D geometry opera
tors on points and vr.c tors. 

10 . Mac ro command s , on the other hand, are 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

selected by an inside-out process as frequent 
sequences are observed in actual use. 

With large command sets, ease of use can be 
facilitated with prompting messages. Effective 
prompting is most easily achieved when the com
mand language uses Polish notation (operator, 
operands), as opposed to algebraic (operand, 
operator, operand) or reverse-Polish (operands, 

!
operator). Moreover, Polish notation lends 
itself to hierarchically structured menus. On 
the other hand, reverse-Polish lends itself to 
r ommand chaining. also a powerful aid. 

Of the criteria laid down by Foley and Wallace 
\[ 171, we observe tactile continuity and visual 
continuity to be major factors in the ergonomic 
tleslgn of ICG systems. Wright observed the 
peed for a touch keyboard for GRIP-71 commands, 
to maintain continuity of screen watching. 

I p ser satisfaction with system response times 
?oes not depend upon any absolute threshold but, 
for each command separately, upon the ratio of 
' ctual response-time to a mental model of its 
Tomputational work. For trivial commands an 
~verage response of even 0.85 seconds was 
Gbserved to be irritating. For an Internal energy 
talculation, 45 seconds is quite acceptable. 
I 

ljrequently used trivial commands should have 
streamlined implementations. 

I 
] he molecular graphic system is useful not only 
for the study of molecules, but also for the 
~uxiliary purposes of (a) communication amonc;, 
rbsearchers and with students, (b) preparation 
dt illustrations for publication, and (c) imme
diate, startling perception of errors in input 1 

d\ata • 

!~:t~~i~~r0~:e~;:n~:~d:~::;:sa~lf :~;e~:;~-t:1 
be related to its lack of dynamic motion: 

J) Insufficient cues for good 3-D perception, 

( , ) Even though the system used a button lan
guage instead of a character-string language 
for commands, ~discrete language is poor 
for manipulation of objects in 3-space. 
One wants continuous analog input, 

(c) One always wants a direct, analog way of 
changing the viewpoint for viewing any 3-D 
object. 

16. T e use of perspective transformations hinders, 
rather than helps, in the 3-D perception and fit
ti ljlg of molecules. I do not know why: whether 
be cause we are working with highly abstracted 
o~jects, or whether because perception of 

~~r~~~~~~~~ is e specially important in molecular 

17. An important goal for such a system , not see n 
w e n we started, is to facilitate methodologica l 
in ention by the user, and to capture it when it 

Th s means one needs the power to implement ncr verbs' vi ews. mathematical evaluations ' 
e t a: . qulckl y, while the client is still excited 
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about trying them, and ergonomically smoothly, 
so they don't distract. Efficiency in computer 
use or memory use is irrelevant at this stage . 
Those new techniques which work can be reim
plemented efficiently at a more normal pace. 

5. 2 The GRIP-7 5 system 

After GRIP-71 , our exploratory system, we undertook 
to build a more powerful pilot tool, capable of pro
duction use. The GRIP-75 system has been designed 
and built by E. G. Britton, J. S. Lipscomb, and M. 
E. Pique, who with many others worked under W. W. 
Wright's direction. [18] 

GRIP-75 was designed to have more specific applica
tion than GRIP-71. Britton, working with Duke 
biochemist Sung-Hou Kim as his principal client/ 
advising chemist, defined the system to be useful in 
fitting molecular models to electron density maps 
produced by X-ray crystallography. The major new 
facilities were 

(a) ability to contour and display electron density 
maps, with molecules superimposed, 

(b) direct analog input of viewpoint, of viewing con
trols, and of translation and rotation manipula
tions of molecule pieces by joysticks and 
knobs. 

~) incorporation of an on-line mathematical routine 
relaxing distorted molecules toward idealized 
bond lengths and angles. This relaxation 
program was derived from a more elaborate one 
by,J. Hermans and J. E. McQueen. 

The system was placed into productive use in July, 
1975. Since then, Lipscomb, working under V. L. 
Wallace, has completed a comprehensive set of 3-D 
perception aids. [ 19] Pique, also working under 
Wallace, has substantially supplemented the direct 
translation and rotation of molecule pieces by con
currently permitting multiple simultaneous rotations 
about twistable bonds, with the rotations each 
directly specified by an analog knob. [ 2 0] Kim, 
and Duke biochemists D. and J. Richardson, have 
been major clients giving much important advice. 

The principal results and lessons from this system 
are: 

Effectiveness 

1. The system, although intended as a pilot system, 
has been conclusively demonstrated to be effec
tive. It has been used by nine different teams of 
biochemists, from six universities, for a total of 
about 1000 system hours. 

2. At least seven research papers reporting biochemi
cal results achieved in part with its aid have been 
published. 

3. At least one protein molecule, sea-snake neuro
toxin, has been fit to its density ab initio, with
out a physical model with atomic detail being 
built; this is a first. 

4. Users report speed-up ratios of four times to ten 
times for the fitting process. _, .. 

System lessons 

5. Much of the effectiveness comes from the total
system analysis of the crystallographic process 
done by Britton with help from biochemi sts J. L. 
Sussman and J. E. McQueen. This process 
requires computation of electron den sities, con
touring of density maps, fitting proper, and 
mathematical refinement. Integrating the fitting 
system with the big computer allows data to flow 
smoothly between batch and interactive func
tions, and the contouring and idealization usual
ly done in batch can be brought on-line. 

6. The system features most warmly liked by users 
include those that depend upon access to the 
big fast computer, its big memory, and its big 
files. 

7. he back-up and recovery provisions are crucial 
to user satisfaction. 

8. e total system available to the new biochemist 
ser includes a computer science graduate 

student who serves as shepherd, explaining more 
obscure features, preparing data, suggesting 
means towards goals. This person is an impor
ltant part of the tool. 

9. !Tool-building for a clientele rather than a single 

!
client frees the toolsmith to seek more general 
solutions to users' problems. 

Software lessons 

I 
10. f his experience has demonstrated to us, once 

~gain, the lessons on productivity, on struc
~uring, on the virtues of high-level language, 
!a nd on documentation that I previously learned 
on a larger project. [21] 

11. The building of nested language levels, with 
i'Nright's geometry language between the PL/I 
[evel and the user manipulation level has 
~nabled us to give quick response to several 

ser re:juests for new function. 

Ergonomic I essons 

I 
12. [I'he use of analog joysticks and knobs to express 

~
manipulations has made the largest s ingle im

rovement in the ease of system use. This 
ower is not without cost. The continual read
ng of these and the posting of their changes 

uses up most of the computing speed of the PDP 
lll /4 5. 

13. ~he transfer of most variables to ana]og devices 
r as brought a new problem in tactile continuity 
r- on0 needs three or four hands 0 and moving 
from device to device is -distracting. I think 
bur next system will reintegrate all 1-D and 2-D 
f:Ontrols onto analog inputs via a single data 
tablet, keeping the 3-D controls as joysticks. 

14. 

15. 

~he environment becomes very important when 
psers work 4- 8 hour continuous sessions. 
~oom noise, t e mperature, and illumination 
r ecome essential parts of system design. 

orkstation controls must be very thoughtfully 
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positioned. Videotapes of user sessions must 
be studied and restudied to see awkwardnesses. 

16. We observe these users to make 3-D and 6-D 
flttlng manipulations by dimensional decomposi
tion, just as Kilpatrick's subjects did. This 
suggests that some radical simplifications of 
our controls might be possible, 

17. As with Kilpatrick's subjects, GRIP-7 5 users 
adopt a wide variety of approaches to what seem 
to be very similar tasks. Even in viewing, some 
prefer stereoscopic viewing; others prefer more 
elaborate contouring. Some prefer to manipulate 
by bond-twisting; others prefer to cut a sub
assemblage off of the molecule, move it to a 
good fit, and then repair the bond length and 
angle distortions so introduced. 

An essential part of good design of such systems 
seems to be the provision of a redundant set, 
even a rich set, of viewing and manipulating 
techniques. Each user then chooses the work
ing vocabulary that best allows him to think 
about his problem, rather than about our tool. 

6. DESIGNING WELL-FITTING MAN-MACHINE 
SYSTEMS 

The architect Christopher Alexander, in his Notes on 
the Synthesis of Form [ 22] , makes the penetrating 
observation that the only way to achieve good fit 
between any design and its requirements is to find 
misfits and remove them; there is no direct way to 
derive form from requirement. Good fit is the ab
sence of all possible misfits. This he supports 
with convincing arguments, 

This I find to be an overarching lesson from all our 
graphic system design work. We observe that we 
have not found a direct design procedure for the man
machine interface; Alexander shows that we never 
shall. Principles we have found; we shall find more; 
and these will guide design. Satisfactory man
machine systems, however, will always be the 
product of iterative design in which misfits are 
painstakingly removed. I think the only effective 
design methodologies will be those built around 
this iterative approach. 
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